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Bernd Weiss, bernd@careercenter.space
5 Seconds: To remember the feeling you had, deciding to work in space?
PASSION LED US HERE
Group 9 is about ideas for a Global Network Supporting Careers in Space
Group 9 Goal is,

to **analyse** both organisation assets, **derive** ideas for a potential collaboration, and **evaluate** the impact of a Global Space Job Fair.
Parts involved in the group work

- UNISEC Global
- HEPTA SAT Ecosystem
- Space Career Events and Entrepreneurship Education
- Group-Ref.: Group 4 (BD HEPTA-SAT) and Group 6 (Int. Collaboration Proposal)
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Potential Pre-Work HEPTA-SAT Ecosystem
Group 9 Is right for you when:

- Share your passion - attract people to space
- Inspire people to launch a space career
- Want a long term impact
... and help make Humanity Multi-planetary
... let’s work together to go to the stars!
Thank you
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Founder / Global Engagement
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